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In his paper “The Postmodern Context and Sacramental Presence:
Disputed Questions,”1 J. Bloechl points to some important questions to
be answered by theologians willing to think the structure of sacramen-
tality today. These questions concern first of all (1) the definition of
‘postmodern context,’ whether this is a descriptive or rather a program-
matic term, (2), the methodological relation between the data and
reflections drawn from an in-depth analysis of the present context and
the ‘healthy growth of Christian tradition,’ which includes theology,
and (3) the status of religious experience in theology today.

Secondly, in his analysis of the work of Mark Taylor, who presents us
a theology in a Derridean fashion, and of Jean-Luc Marion, who super-
poses a theological interruptive rationality upon philosophy, Bloechl
reproaches the first for undervaluing verticality, and the second, the
theologies of the ‘event,’ for severely neglecting the horizontal dimen-
sion in theology. But what is the place of language, history, bodiliness,
and corporeality in thinking the mediation of God’s active presence? In
the whole of this debate the question remains which perspective finally
sets the criteria for evaluation: a philosophical one (i.e. criteria stemming
from a philosophy of religion) or a theological one? It is this last ques-
tion on which I focus this contribution, although the other ones are
touched upon in the course of it.

1. Philosophy and Theology: Whose Criteria?

It is clear that a crucial item for further discussion is the relation between
philosophy and theology. Different positions on the field have been taken
and defended.2 So-called postmodern philosophies (philosophies of

1. See pp. 3-17 of this volume.
2. More recently, the encyclical of Pope John Paul II, Fides et ratio, has intensified

this discussion. See Lieven Boeve, “The Swan or the Dove? Two Keys for Reading Fides
et Ratio,”Philosophy and Theology 12 (2000) 3-24.

 



difference) are welcomed by theologians for various reasons. Whereas a
first theological position – so to say – baptises these philosophies, and in
a way, reduces the Christian theological discourse to a seemingly mere
doubling of the philosophical, other positions precisely stress the differ-
ence between theological and philosophical discourses. Among the latter,
however, one still can distinguish between two manners of dealing with
this difference. Some theologians appreciate the latter for criticising the
exaggerated claims of modern thinking but perceive it only as a unique
opportunity to reintroduce Christian thinking patterns from of old.
Others in one way or another positively relate to postmodern thinking,
and strive for a fruitful interaction.

a. Who Rules Whom?

The work of Mark Taylor serves as an example of the first position.3

The philosophical deconstructive rationality by Derrida completely dic-
tates the way in which theological rationality should work, and results
in an immanentistic play of signs. As such, theology would seem to be
merely doubling cultural and philosophical sensibilities. In the same
vain, another theologian, Don Cupitt, pleads, e.g. in The Time Being for
a redefinition of Christianity: not for its secularisation but its imma-
nentisation and temporalisation. Herein, there is no reality behind the
appearances. All duality is based on secondary fiction: “there is only the
transient flux of language-formed, feeling coloured experience,”4 and
nothing is behind it. There are no grounds to maintain the ideological
distinctions between fact and interpretation, mind and matter, things
and words, reality and appearance, religion and culture, revelation and
reason, divine truth and human theory. There is no other world than
our already verbalised world. Thinking is nothing but the moving chain
of signs and marks. Personality and self-consciousness are the eclectic
connection of parts of the flow, not the result of the spiritual activity of
the soul, and is in se totally immanent. The myth of transcendence has
to be broken down as a narrative construction. Religion has to be iden-
tified with its stories, its practices, its images. All is constructed out of
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3. Cf. e.g. Mark C. Taylor, Erring: A Postmodern A/theology (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1984); Mark C. Taylor, Nots (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1993). See the comments by Bloechl in “The Postmodern Context,” and the reading of
Taylor offered by Georges De Schrijver in “Postmodernity and Theology,” Philippiniana
Sacra 27 (1992) 439-452, pp. 443-449.

4. Don Cupitt, The Time Being (London: SCM, 1992) 15.



the flux of language-formed events. Cupitt’s programme then for an
new liberating, therapeutic Christianity against all dualism intends to
convert religious theorising and vocabulary. On the waves of postmod-
ernism he pleads for a totally immanent religion and gives up all tran-
scendence, and thus theology engaged in thinking its mediation, e.g. in
terms of sacramental presence. Immanent Christianity, identified with
its stories and images, remains important for Cupitt, because it can offer
a life-style adapted to postmodernity by helping people to live with their
temporality, with the general and absolute contingency, preventing col-
lective flight reactions into the fixed securities of fundamentalism and
nationalism…

Theologians involved in Radical Orthodoxy,5 on the contrary, wel-
come postmodern thinking only insofar as it makes apparent the devas-
tation caused by secular modernity, resulting in anxiety, because of its
lack of values and meaning. Radical Orthodoxy sees – and I quote from
the Introduction to the volume – “the nihilistic drift of postmodernism
(which nonetheless has roots in the outset of modernity) as a supreme
opportunity … to reclaim the world by situating its concerns and activ-
ities within a theological framework.” “What emerges is a contemporary
theological project made possible by the self-conscious superficiality of
today’s secularism.” It gives up the project of modern correlation the-
ologies which seek – as it were – an internal link with ‘universal
accounts of immanent value.’ It criticises as well a (postmodern) theo-
logical “baptism of nihilism in the name of misconstrued ‘negative
theologies.’ Instead, in the face of the secular demise of truth, it seeks to
reconfigure theological truth.”6 Hereto it proposes a return to Augus-
tinianism, a Christian framework of conceptuality, in which the modern
aporias brought to the fore by postmodern nihilism, are resolved. The
central key in this regard is the category of ‘participation.’ The finite
only preserves its own integrity – in fact even its worldliness – when it
participates in its infinite eternal source, whereas in modern epistemol-
ogy and postmodern nihilism the integrity of the finite ultimately dis-
solves. Presence – thus also Eucharistic presence – therefore does not
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doxy: A New Theology (London/New York: Routledge, 1999) as well as John Milbank,
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6. “Introduction” in Milbank, Pickstock and Ward (eds.), Radical Orthodoxy, 15.



vanish in an immanentistic play of signs, only preserved in a concatena-
tion of fragmentary and temporary ‘now’-moments. Nor is it reduced to
a traumatic, eventful breaking in of transcendence in a world enclosed
in itself. Both these strategies think presence by accentuating and isolat-
ing the present as a ‘now-moment.’ In terms of a radical orthodox strat-
egy, the presence in the ‘now’ is immediately related to the eternal: “The
present is not a discrete and isolatable entity, as Augustine reminds us.”
For such a view implies a ‘violation of time.’ For Augustine, the now
always recollects the past and looks ahead to the future – it participates
in an encompassing continuity, exceeding the present. Moreover, the
modern and postmodern isolation of the ‘now’ render it impossible to
think liturgical presence. “For the Eucharist participates in a temporal
plenitude that gathers up and rehearses the past, while drawing upon
futural expectations and significations of the act in the present.”7 In the
words of the Introduction: “the theological perspective of participation
saves the appearances by exceeding them.”8 Good philosophy, one could
say, finds in a radical orthodox perspective its completion in the Chris-
tian vera philosophia.

It would be worth asking, however, whether one could not read the
broadening of the scope of phenomenology in what has been called ‘the
theological turn of French phenomenology,’ along the same lines – with
a different outcome, no doubt. By this I mean the insertion of philoso-
phy in a theological configuration as the criterion for good philosophy.9

Jean-Luc Marion,10 as well as Jean-Yves Lacoste,11 analyse Heidegger’s
phenomenological account of the world as closure. The world constitutes
a horizon of meaning without God. The logic of the gift (Marion) and
of the liturgical attitude (Lacoste), however, break open such a closed
horizon and reveal its posteriority. The world, beings and Being, is
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already given (Marion); its closure is radically opened up from the
encounter with the Absolute (Lacoste).

b. Recontextualisation and the Intrinsic Bond of Theology with Philosophy

The third position mentioned above accentuates both the difference
as well as the internal link between philosophical and theological dis-
courses. Such a connection of theology with philosophy (and other dis-
ciplines reflecting upon, and from, the contemporary condition), how-
ever, does not imply that the former ultimately supersedes the latter and
would dictate its proper rationality, nor the reverse. Both discourses here
do not enter a competition, but, from the theologian’s perspective, relate
intrinsically to each other.

The investigations of Kevin Hart concerning whether the method of
deconstruction can help theologians to understand the relation between
apophatic and kataphatic theologies illustrate this methodological posi-
tion.12 It is Hart’s aim to bring “deconstruction into conversation with
Christian theology, rather than confirming Derrida’s individual pro-
gramme.” Deconstruction, according to Hart is not a refined version of
Nietzsche’s ‘God is dead,’ neither a crypto-‘negative theology.’ What is at
stake in deconstruction is not the delegitimising of theology as such, but
of metaphysics – meaning that only theologies grounding their claims
upon metaphysics, are addressed. Deconstruction helps theologians to
trace back the metaphysical “reflexes” in theology, and also to see the lim-
its of any attempt at non-metaphysical theology. From this perspective,
Hart shows how deconstruction as a method – not as a negative theology
in disguise itself – helps to perceive the tradition of negative theology as
the deconstruction and, at same time, condition of positive theology:

In general terms, deconstruction helps to clarify the concept ‘non-meta-
physical theology,’ while its strategy of using language ‘under erasure’
lluminates particular moves and attitudes in mystical texts.13

A major example of such fundamental theological reflection about
sacramentality within this methodological perspective is the theological
work of Louis-Marie Chauvet. In the first part of his Symbole et sacrement,14

Chauvet explains that thinking sacramentality within an onto-theological
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13. Ibid., xi.
14. Cf. Louis-Marie Chauvet, Symbole et sacrement: Une relecture sacramentelle de

l’existence chrétienne (Paris: Cerf, 1987).



framework involving productionist schemes of causality (i.e. departing
from foundational metaphysics), ends up in idolatry. He shares Heidegger’s
criticisms of onto-theology, in remembering the ontological difference.
Moreover, to proceed theologically, Chauvet claims that there is a
‘homology of attitudes’ between Heidegger’s anthropological thinking
and a contemporary theological anthropology. The relation between a
human subject (‘Dasein’) and Being is homologous to the relation of 
the believer to God. God’s presence to the believer is thought of in 
a similar thinking pattern to that of Heidegger’s thinking the manifes-
tation of Being, which is also and at the same time the withdrawal of
Being, i.e., in revealing God constantly withdraws. This positing of a
homology in no way tends to identify the two; on the contrary, it
implies that neither is reducible to the other.15 Heidegger’s account of
‘Dasein’ and the Christain faith are both distinct ways of living,
anchored within two irreducibly different, co-existing, symbolic orders.
For, with Heidegger, Chauvet accepts that, because of the fact that
Being always has already withdrawn, we are left, abandoned in a histor-
ically determined particular context. As such, we are embedded in a
narrativity which is anterior to our identity; we belong to a symbolic
order that irreducibly surrounds and determines us.16 Methodologically,
philosophy serves theology both in situating the Christian faith in an
anthropological and epistemological perspective, and in helping to
express theologically what faith is. Philosophical clarification and theo-
logical motivation go hand in hand here: a specific particular narrativity
is developed in its normativity.

The basic assumption of these positions is the acceptance of a legiti-
mate plurality of discourses. Philosophy and theology are discourses in
their own right, and the latter is not reducible to, nor dominated by the
former. Theology, however, cannot simply dismiss philosophy – and this
for reasons proper to theological methodology. At work in on-going theo-
logical reflection, as in Christian tradition in general, is a process of recon-
textualisation. When contexts shift, theology, because of its inherently
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15. Chauvet, Symbole et sacrement, 78-79.
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contextual footing, is challenged time and again to re-engage in its dia-
logue with contemporary critical consciousness, which often takes
shape in the philosophy of the time. For theological plausibility is
always contextual plausibility, embedded in particular horizons of
meaning. From its beginnings, theology has adopted philosophical cat-
egories and conceptual frames to structure its own dialogue. These
have entered the theological discourse, not to be baptised as crypto-
theology, but to assist in constructing a theology which was reflexively
plausible for Christians living in those days. Once integrated in a the-
ological discourse, these categories and frames have become irreducibly
theological, fitting within the rules of a discourse meant to be fides
quaerens intellectum.17 When contexts change, however, theology is
pressed to reconsider its relation to the context. That is the reason why
in our time of postmodern criticism of metaphysics and grand narra-
tives, theology needs to recontextualise. This implies not only (1)
engaging in a confrontation with contextual critical consciousness
(self-criticism) but also, and more importantly, (2) searching for a con-
textually anchored understanding of our Christian faith, i.e. develop-
ing a theology for today. In both, philosophy’s assistance is both nec-
essary and welcome.

c. Thinking Sacramental Presence as Interruptive Event

In “Postmodern Sacramento-Theology: Retelling the Christian
Story,”18 I have shown that from the dialogue with contemporary criti-
cal consciousness (which stresses the radical plurality of discourses, the
irreducible particularity of our narratives and the heterogeneity which
surrounds and challenges all attempts at identity19), the relation between
transcendence and immanence can be reconceived. Transcendence then
no longer denotes a pre-modern, Neo-platonic ‘presence’ or a modern,
as it were Hegelian, ‘identity.’ In the postmodern context of plurality,
transcendence rather is conceived in accord with the interrupting event
of heterogeneity which confronts us with the particularity and contin-
gency of our own (Christian) engagement with reality. Transcendence,
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as event, interrupts and disturbs the on-going particular narrative, chal-
lenging this narrative to open itself to the heterogeneity which breaks
through in that event. The religiously experienced and interpreted rela-
tionship to the transcendent can thus no longer be conceived as pre-
modern ‘participation’ in salvific presence, or as modern ‘anticipation’ of
the ultimate identity. The Christian narrative which has become con-
scious of its own particularity and contingency can only adequately
relate to the transcendent by, on one hand, opening itself up – cultivat-
ing a sort of contemplative openness into which the transcendent as
interruptive event can enter – and on the other hand, by witnessing in a
non-hegemonic way to the transcendent with the help of its own,
always fragmentary words, images, stories, symbols and rituals. The
sacramentality of existence does not offer us insight into some underly-
ing foundational order, legitimating the existing narrative. Nor does it
provide the redemption manifestly lacking in an unredeemed world. To
the contrary, it opens up precisely that unredeemedness, that moment
of interruption, to which no closed narrative does justice. This sacra-
mentality points toward neither an ahistorical ontological depth inviting
human similitude, nor a history whose fulfilment is insured through a
process of maturation, but instead undermines such self-assuring human
constructions.

These theological elaborations are – in line with the recontextualisa-
tion paradigm of theology – due to an intense dialogue with the philos-
ophy of Jean-François Lyotard (both his language pragmatics and his
esthetical thinking20). The tension created by the constant and
inevitable escape of heterogeneity – or in esthetic categories: the sublime
– from each particular attempt to give it expression – or to (re)present
it – serves as the basis for a reconceptualisation of the dialectical rela-
tionship between transcendence and immanence, a relationship that is
fundamental for the Christian tradition. Using Lyotard’s thinking strat-
egy, transcendence then is clarified as an ineffable, unpresentable
moment of disruption or interruption in the midst of the immanent
reality (of language and artistic presentation). But such an endeavour
does not go uncriticised. In what follows we present, as a kind of case
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20. Cf. Jean-François Lyotard, Le différend (Paris: Minuit, 1983); L’enthousiasme: La
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study, a discussion on the legitimacy of using Lyotard’s thinking patterns
to theologise21.

2. A Case-study: Lyotard and Theology

Is it possible to fruitfully receive Lyotard’s thinking in theology? The
German theologian Saskia Wendel, having devoted herself to a study of
Lyotard’s aesthetics22, is not convinced. In 1993 she published her judge-
ment on the useability of his thinking for theology23. Her negative eval-
uation is not without importance for theology wishing to recontextu-
alise itself in a postmodern context, in particular our attempts in this
regard.

a. Lyotard: Inspiration for Theology? Wendel’s ‘No’

Both title, “Ästhetik des Erhabenen – Ästhetische Theologie?” and
subtitle, “Zur Bedeutung des Nicht-Darstellbaren bei Jean-François
Lyotard,” reveal the focus of Wendel’s research: How far does Lyotard’s
aesthetics of the sublime open perspectives for theologians to speak of
God?

In her discussion, Wendel first deals with Kant’s conceptualisation of
the sublime, in contrast to his aesthetics of the beautiful, and later on,
with the reception of Kant’s ‘Analytik des Erhabenen’ in Lyotard. Subse-
quently, she wonders whether a surreptitious theology lies behind
Lyotard’s aesthetics of the sublime. She even sketches four starting points
for such a theology – starting points that could tempt the theologian to
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identify the non-presentable (the sublime, that which presents itself in
the experience of the non-presentability of the non-presentable) with
the divine, with God.
(a) The partnership of pleasure and displeasure (‘Lust und Schrecken’)

in the experience of the sublime reminds one, according to Wendel,
of Rudolf Otto’s ‘holy’ as ‘mysterium fascinosum et tremendum.’

(b) The non-presentability of a (the) non-presentable could be related
to mystical negative theology, and thus the sublime feeling to mys-
tical experience.

(c) In Lyotard’s considerations regarding the ‘event’ as a non-temporal
now-moment, reminiscences of epiphany are present: “die Offen-
barung des Göttlichen im Augenblick, im Blitz der mystischen
Erfahrung.”24

(d) Likewise the paradox between, on the one hand, the reaction to the
event of amazed and powerless silence and, on the other, the
demand to give witness, can be fleshed out religiously from mysti-
cism.

All of these starting points, as already mentioned, could result in the
identification of the sublime feeling with the experience of the divine –
of the non-presentable with God. Lyotard would then be recognised as
the (philosophical) representative of the tradition of Jewish mysticism,
just like other French thinkers like Levinas and Derrida. Postmodern
thinking would then be made fruitful for theology – the end of theol-
ogy has been too prematurely proclaimed.

But such conclusions are made too hastily. According to Wendel,
theologians commit two mistakes when they proceed in this way.

The religious interpretation of both the non-presentable and the sublime
feeling, according to me, is due, first, to a shortened explanation of the
sublime already in Kant [1a], which is then transferred to Lyotard [1b],
and also, secondly, to a similarly shortened interpretation of Lyotard’s
texts [2].25

Wendel even goes further in her rejection of the fruitfulness of
Lyotard’s thinking for theology. Also a modified reception of his aes-
thetics in what could then be called a postmodern aesthetic theology is
dismissed by Wendel. For this claim, she sees three arguments: the
specificity of Lyotard’s aesthetic inquiry [3a], the negation of the ques-
tion on meaning in Lyotard [3b] and the impossibility of a thinking
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together of Lyotard’s purpose with the Christian concept of God [3c].
Below, we follow Wendel’s argument and shed light on her critical
reflections (1a-b, 2 and 3a-c, respectively) as regards the presuppositions
of theologians intending to integrate the thinking of Lyotard. After-
wards we provide a critical commentary and correction.

[1a] What do theologians do when they interpret the experience of
the sublime and the non-presentable, as brought to the fore in Kant, in
religious terms? Either, when the sublime is equated with God, they
hypostatise the sublime feeling to a being, while for Kant it is purely
about a subjective feeling. Or they hypostatise the non-presentable –
which is in Kant’s view characteristic for the Ideas of the Vernunft, from
which the non-presentability in the sublime feeling is revealed – to a
non-presentable divine being. For Kant, ‘God’ is, to be sure, a necessary
Idea of the Vernunft, but herewith nothing is said of its objective real-
ity. Or they ultimately do not respect what is intrinsic to the aesthetics
of the sublime. The latter instead bears witness to the ‘sublime in our
nature,’ to the Idea of freedom and morality, rather than to something
that can be identified with the ‘powerless religious subjugation of a
people that bends its knees in worship before its Godhead.’

[1b] Wendel concludes: if theologians already misunderstand the
aesthetic thinking in Kant attempting to interpret it religiously, how
much more do they misunderstand the point of Lyotard’s aesthetics of the
sublime. Lyotard as well is discussing the status of Ideas when he brings
up the non-presentable.

[2] Moreover, concerning the non-presentable Lyotard is especially
interested in the event: namely ‘that it happens, that something happens.’
His thinking is not about content, or significance, but about pure ‘occur-
rence.’ Lyotard does not enter into the question ‘why is there something
rather than nothing?’ but deals with the question ‘is there indeed some-
thing rather than nothing?’ It is not the significance of being, but the
being or not of being itself which is the focus of the question.26

To make clear what Lyotard is concerned with, Wendel directs herself
– remarkably – to Lyotard’s language pragmatics, his philosophy of
phrases. By doing so, she hopes to demonstrate the contingency and
immanence of the event in Lyotard. The event, after all, is the happen-
ing of a phrase and precisely this happening of the phrase as event can-
not be grasped in the phrase. The happened phrase can only negatively
present the event, which ‘precedes’ the happened phrase, along with the
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presentation that happens in the phrase. This ‘preceding’ of the event
cannot be interpreted as the non-presentable origin of the presentation,
as a reality on the other side of the phrase-events. “Language has no ori-
gin,” no expressible principle from which meaning ensues. The language
as a unity does not exist, but rather only the plurality of phrases and
genres of discourse. And further: “The non-presentable and absolute
thus, in as far as it is the event and summit of Being itself, is not the
One, the Universal, nor the Whole.”27

Mindful of Lyotard’s application of ‘paralogy,’28 Wendel labels his
philosophy – which is based on heterogeneity, contrast and openness –
as ‘paralogical thinking.’ Such thinking can never be reconciled with
traditional Christian theology and the metaphysical thought involved in
it.29 The event can in no way be understood as an epiphany, as a revela-
tion of the divine. The non-temporal now-moment is only an ‘epiphany
of the immanent event.’ When Lyotard does use religiously connotated
categories, then these function purely as “analogies for a secular state of
affairs.”30 In short, Lyotard is no ‘crypto-theologian,’ nor a philosopher
of religion.

[3] But given these conclusions, is it not thinkable that Lyotard, in a
modified version, could nevertheless offer some inspiration for theology?
One could aim, suggests Wendel, for a reception of Lyotard, analogous
to the way in which Marx’s thinking has been received in liberation the-
ology. Liberation theologians were not afraid to turn to Marx, while at
the same time criticising and correcting his atheistic presuppositions.
Similarly one could revise Lyotard’s thinking and construct an aesthetic
theology on the basis of his aesthetics of the sublime. As said, Wendel
rejects such a reception on three grounds: the distance of Lyotard from
Kant (the primacy of the aesthetic) [a], the negation of the question on
meaning in Lyotard [b], and the problematic definition of the concept
of God [c].
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[3a] First of all, Wendel returns to Kant.31 With him, religion belongs
to the field of ethics. The existence of God is not a theoretical matter
but is postulated practically. For Kant, the aesthetic is ‘eine Vorstufe’
towards ethics and religion. Both the esteem one has for the moral law
(and for God), as well as the religious mood, are considered by Kant as
analogous to the sublime feeling:

In the sublime feeling is aesthetically revealed what is practically ensured.
The sublime is, therefore, not only a praeambulum to morality, but to
religion as well.32

In this way, the aesthetics of the sublime surely has theological rele-
vance and can be received in the practical perspective of ethics. This
argumentation does not hold true, however, says Wendel, when the
aesthetics of the sublime is studied in the context of Lyotard’s thinking;
and this for two reasons: first, in Lyotard the aesthetic finality is no
longer interpreted from the ethical (but the other way round); secondly,
in Lyotard there is also no more ground for postulating a God. First of
all, the non-deducibility of the ethical obligation (and specifically the
event as well) is also present in Lyotard. Both, obligation and event, go
hand in hand with a feeling of esteem (as a negative presentation of the
non-presentable, be it the law, or the event33). But despite this parallel
between Kant’s ethical law and Lyotard’s event, both cannot simply be
identified. The law is homogenous and singular; the event, however,
points to the irreducible heterogeneity of the genres of discourse. More-
over, the ethical in Lyotard needs to be interpreted precisely from the
event: “The ethical […] corresponds not in the least with the homoge-
nous law, but with the heterogeneous event.”34 This leads us to the sec-
ond reason: holding onto this irreducible heterogeneity precludes any
possibility of ultimate reconciliation. Virtue and beatitude, however,
demand the possibility of reconciliation. Therefore, given the absence of
such reconciliation, the postulate of God is cancelled, because in Kant
this postulate finds its ground precisely in the connection between
virtue and beatitude.

[3b] A second reason to reject the theological relevance of Lyotard’s
thinking is the conscious absence of the question on meaning in his
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philosophy: Lyotard inquires into the possibility of being (‘is it happen-
ing?’), not into the grounds of this possibility and thus into the mean-
ing of being. Here, the theologian could blame Lyotard for two things,
says Wendel. On the one hand, Lyotard dogmatically excludes the ques-
tion on meaning; in other words, he questions about the possibility of
being, without actually pondering the possibility of nothing. On the
other hand, if a last ground cannot be indicated somewhere which does
not belong to the series of events, Lyotard is in danger of ending up in
an unending regression of events. Wendel parries the first theological
reproach with Kant: the one who is dogmatic is precisely the one who
is not aware of the boundaries of knowledge and thinks he/she is able to
demonstrate the objective reality of the transcendental Ideas, in this case
the Idea of God. As regards the reproach on the unending regression,
Wendel admits that this does not disturb Lyotard but precisely seems an
opportunity for a thinking that is paralogous and goes beyond the estab-
lished frameworks.

[3c] As a last reason, Wendel mentions the problems involved in the
definition of God for theologians wanting to theologise proceeding
from Lyotard. In this regard, she wonders whether God should be con-
ceived of necessarily as unity, necessity, origin; and whether God cannot
be understood as event. Wendel adds that the Christian concept of God
has already been exposed to criticism repeatedly and its attributes have
been questioned. She points for instance to feminist theology in which
the fatherhood, the omnipotence, the Aristotelian presentation of God
as the unmoved mover, etc. are criticised. But such critique does not go
so far that the conception of (the essence) of God as unity, necessity or
origin is rejected.

From a Christian-theological perspective, the criticism of the traditional
God concept finds its limits where the essence of the Divine is ques-
tioned. And precisely this happens when the definition of God as origin,
as unity in Trinity, as transcendence in immanence, is cancelled.35

Theologians can possibly mitigate the identity thinking at the back-
ground of the Christian concept of God and make more space for dif-
ference (e.g. seeking alliances with Emmanuel Levinas), but they can
never give up identity thinking itself. This means that they could never
follow Lyotard. Theologians are posed with a choice: either theology, or
postmodern thinking (à la Lyotard).
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b. Critical Rejection of Wendel’s ‘No’

According to Wendel, Lyotard’s aesthetics of the sublime does not
open any perspectives for theologians. In her evaluation, his work is not
considered relevant for contemporary theology. We, however, do not
agree with her assessment. In our view, Wendel problematises from the
very beginning, already in the way she poses her questions, any dialogue
with Lyotard. In our evaluation of her position, (a) we first treat the (too)
important place the thinking of Immanuel Kant enjoys in the discussion
of the theological relevance of Lyotard’s aesthetics. This will lead us to
two deeper reflections, resp. (b) on Wendel’s presentation of Lyotard’s
thinking (the place of aesthetics) and (c) the relationship between theol-
ogy and philosophy, as this is implicitly contained in Wendel’s argument.
Where necessary, we will refer in our discussion to the numbers we have
used to indicate the different arguments by Wendel.

(a) For her argument Wendel returns time and again to Immanuel Kant.
She does this not only in order to shed light on Lyotard’s aesthetics of
the sublime, which is not misplaced due to the fact of the latter’s depen-
dence on Kant, but likewise to evaluate the theological plausibility of
Lyotard’s thinking. First Kant serves, so to speak, as the referee to enable
to impute dogmatism to Lyotard [3b]. Wendel also employs him in
order to make clear that the aesthetics of Lyotard does not help in
solving the question of the problematic of the existence of God. Kant’s
aesthetics is after all only a ‘Vorstufe’ of ethics and religion, and actually
does not immediately – but only analogously – have anything to do
with the problematic of God; the sublime feeling cannot be hyposta-
tised (1ab). More important still: seeing that in Kant religion is brought
into the discussion out of ethics, and in Lyotard, according to Wendel,
ethics cannot possibly lead to the postulating of God, a theological
reception of his aesthetics is already out of the question (3a). In other
words, the connection between religion (theology) and philosophy is
continuously fleshed out in a Kantian way: if one does no longer meet
the Kantian conditions in order to speak reasonably about religion –
and this is apparently the case with Lyotard – then such thinking can-
not possess any theological relevance. The least one can say, is that this
conclusion is a rather problematic; and this due to two reasons, which
are now touched upon, but will be further developed, later, as a second
and third element of critique.

A first reason by which Wendel’s employment of Kant’s philosophy as
a referee is problematised, resides in the fact that Lyotard himself uses
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Kant for his own ends. Lyotard teaches us to read Kant from his own
standpoint, namely as a thinker of heterogeneity. Kant offers him the
conceptual instruments to reflect on the present sensitivities. In his phi-
losophy, Lyotard thus attempts to bear witness to the event by reflecting
on it. When theologians, engaged in processes of recontextualisation,
then wish to link up with Lyotard’s postmodern thinking, the appro-
priate way does not seem to be the reading of Lyotard through Kantian
lenses – but exactly the opposite. Moreover, Wendel’s position has its
own difficulties, which is shown by the awkward obfuscation of the
importance of the reversal which Lyotard carries out in the relationship
between ethics and aesthetics [3a]. If, in Kant, aesthetics ensues as
‘Vorstufe’ from ethics (the sublime feeling ultimately bears witness to
the greatness of the person, the Idea of freedom), then the experience of
the ethical obligation receives, as Wendel also states, an interpretation
analogous to the feeling of the event. If this is so, would the change
introduced by Lyotard to the Kantian pattern not problematise in
advance every attempt at precisely demonstrating, from Kant, the
impossibility of the reception of Lyotard in theology? Especially when
one takes into consideration that the Kantian scheme – where aesthetics
leads to ethics and religion is thought of out of ethics – is abandoned by
Lyotard himself?

Secondly, the preferential place enjoyed by Kantian thinking in Wen-
del likewise follows from the relationship she implicitly holds between
theology and philosophy – and which brings her own argument again
into difficulties. For whoever reflects on religion only within a Kantian
framework extends primacy to philosophy: religion becomes ‘Vernunft-
religion,’ theology receives only its place within the boundaries philoso-
phy has set. However, it may be expected of those having read Lyotard’s
language pragmatics, that they all the more respect the irreducible diver-
sity of the genres of discourse, in this case of the philosophical and the
theological discourse. Even then it is still possible – in respect to this
irreducibility – to speak of mutual dependence, as we have made clear
in our methodological considerations. The ambiguity of Wendel’s posi-
tion is shown again when she, as a theologian, refers to the concept of
God. Here she immediately derives this concept from the classical
Christian-theological tradition and obviously forgets about the Kantian
perspective (as regards, among others, the objective reality of God) she
presented otherwise as normative [3c]. This move makes us at least pose
the question as to the nature of the theological hermeneutics she wishes
to employ.
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But as already mentioned, in our second and third points of evalua-
tion of Wendel’s position, we now add two reasons why the Kantian
slant in Wendel hampers her assessment of the relevance of Lyotard’s
thinking for theology. We first (b) contest Wendel’s reading of Lyotard
and afterwards (c) question her presuppositions concerning the relation-
ship between theology and philosophy.

(b) Wendel’s perception of Lyotard proceeds from his aesthetic philosophy.
Her inquiry into the feasability of a postmodern theology (is Lyotard’s
aesthetics theologically relevant, so that it is meaningful to speak of a
postmodern theology?), makes it clear, moreover, that she does not go
beyond his aesthetics. But, surprisingly, when she unfolds this further,
she suddenly appeals to Lyotard’s language pragmatics [2]. She uses the
latter to clarify the aesthetic. In our opinion, however, whoever wants to
investigate the relevance of Lyotard’s ‘postmodern’ thinking for theology
will do better by proceeding the other way round and read Lyotard from
his language pragmatics. After all, that is precisely where he develops his
‘postmodern’ critique of the grand narratives (and thus also of Chris-
tianity). Precisely there he comprehensively sheds light on the phenom-
enon of the ‘event.’ And – in light of Wendel’s preference for Kant – it
is in his language pragmatics, that Lyotard disolves the philosophy of
the subject through a ‘philosophy of phrases.’36 Hence, exactly in the
opposite way, we would opt to proceed from Lyotard’s language prag-
matics to unfold the significance and importance of the ‘event.’ Only in
a second step would we illuminate on the ‘event’ from Lyotard’s aesthet-
ical considerations – a procedure that is, for that matter, completely legit-
imate, given Lyotard’s thesis that the aesthetic and the historico-political
are analogously constituted.37 In the light of this thesis, it is moreover
surprising that Wendel holds onto the aesthetic perspective so exclu-
sively, and the historico-political is mentioned only fragmentarily and
supplementarily, while the latter is not subordinated to the aesthetic.
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We certainly do not deny that the aesthetic is important for whoever
wants to understand what Lyotard wants to say with the term ‘event’;
what we do think is that for a correct understanding of it, it is better –
and for a possible reception in theology, more rewarding – to start from
language pragmatics, to indicate there the crucial role of the event and
later to shed light on this term from Lyotard’s aesthetics of the sublime.
Wendel’s aesthetic exclusivism is all the more obvious when one observes
that Lyotard’s philosophy of the historico-political (the field of praxis)
would have been more helpful for discussing religion from a Kantian
(ethical) perspective. Even one who does not think in a Kantian way,
could preferably situate religion within the historico-political.38

Much more than in his aesthetics, Lyotard unfolds in his philosophy
of phrases perspectives to reflect on ‘reality’ within language. As we
have already pointed out, Lyotard there offers a way of thinking about
transcendence and immanence. Indeed, Wendel is right when she says
that the event is language-immanent [2]. But for Lyotard, that is also
the case for the ‘subject’ (as an instance in the phrase universe). One,
however, has to ask the question: what is ‘language’? In the first place,
it is a concatenation of phrases in genres of discourse whereby the link-
age is problematised each time and betrays (reveals) something that is
transcendent with regard to the happened phrases and regulating genres
of discourse. Whoever stands open for the event being thus revealed
feels propelled to bear witness to it and to thus develop an open dis-
course. Nonetheless, the event is never a phrase among phrases, or to be
traced back to a phrase, but always remains, even though it is ‘language-
immanent’ – transcendent with regard to the preceding and the follow-
ing phrase, and with regard to the genres of discourse.

Furthermore, whoever broadens Lyotard’s thinking into a model of
the ‘open narrative,’ in contrast the the structure of the ‘grand’ or ‘master
narrative,’39 has the opportunity to deal with theology as a narrative –
i.e., on the area of the historico-political – alongside Lyotard's philo-
sophical narrative (i.e., his open discourse). The latter’s new way of
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reflecting about transcendence, then, not only becomes something with
which theology is internally confronted, but likewise something that
questions it, from the outside, as a different narrative. This brings us to
the third element of our critique.

(c) The relationship between theology and philosophy. Why would theolo-
gians seek starting points for theologising precisely in Lyotard? Are they
seduced to do so only in order to be able to call themselves – fashion-
ably – ‘postmodern’? And what do they look for in Lyotard? Wendel
makes it seem as if Lyotard could offer – as Kant did with his ‘Vernunft-
religion’? – theologians a workable whole which enables them to practise
their discipline, or at least she gives the impression that theologians
expect this from Lyotard. Wendel surely is right in affirming that
Lyotard does not provide this support initially – he is indeed neither a
theologian nor a philosopher of religion – and that theologians cannot
expect this of him. But is the question whether Lyotard can be made rel-
evant for theology thereby settled? Is the choice – after having read
Lyotard – either remaining a theologian or becoming a postmodern?

Actually, Wendel herself offers the key to solve this dilemma. She her-
self pointed to the methodological approach of liberation theology [3],
especially to its interest in the Marxist socio-economic (and in Marxist
frameworks, also cultural) analysis-tool (as this took shape in historical
materialism). What did Latin American liberation theologians look for
in Marx? To be sure not his radical rejection of religion as ‘opium of the
people.’ They sought rather a method to bring their social context into
the theological forum, especially the wast socio-economic inequality.
In short, they wished to enable themselves to theologise plausibly and
relevantly about the historico-political. These Marxist tools (already
corrected by the neo-Marxists) offered them the possibility for recon-
textualising theological discourse. Marxist critical consciousness, which
originally venture a hefty critique of religion, challenged theology to
recontextualise its own specific religious consciousness, so that the con-
frontation of theology with the Marxist critical consciousness did not
lead to the sublation of theology, but gave form to a specific Latin
American liberation theology. This theology not only tested itself
against this contemporary critical consciousness, but also corrected the
latter within its own discourse. (It should not be surprising that today,
because the then accepted Marxist critical consciousness has lost its
plausibility, liberation theologians are challenged to further their recon-
textualisation and to look for new forms of contemporary critical
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consciousness40). What, then, do theologians look for in Lyotard? Not for
an implicit (whether negative or not) theology which they wish to develop
further in their own name. They rather hope to encounter a plausible
form of current critical consciousness with which theology can confront
itself to its own benefit. In this respect In this respect Lyotard offers the
theologian a language for speaking about reality (in this case: language).

Within this broader framework of the relationship between philoso-
phy and theology, the problem of Wendel’s theological hermeneutics
also becomes clear. She ties down the God of the Christian tradition
to concepts, like those that were developed in the recontextualisation of
the Christian narrative at the time of the philosophical dominance of
metaphysics [2]. When Wendel then affirms that whoever no longer
thinks of God as origin, unity, identity, fundamentally does harm to the
‘essence’ of God [3c], this certainly raises serious questions from a
methodological perspective in terms of recontextualisation. During
times when classical metaphysics determined the frameworks of thought,
metaphysics indeed helped give shape to the reflexive clarification of the
Christian faith in God. But when one forgets the distinctness of theo-
logical discourse, i.e. that the terminology and thinking patterns theol-
ogy borrows from philosophy are applied only within the discourse of
theology in order to refer to the God believed in, and when one wrongly
thinks that these categories borrowed from philosophy (cognitively)
describe the essence of God, then one opposes the hermeneutic con-
sciousness that religion develops from its standing-in-relationship with
the holy itself.41 In other words, metaphorical language which refers to
what in fact is (still) not grasped in the current discourse – and God can
never be grasped – is then literally understood and so loses all possibili-
ties for making reference. ‘God’ then begins to function within a partic-
ular discourse, as an instance of this discourse, and no longer as tran-
scendent with regard to it. And this is precisely made clear by a theory
of the open narrative grafted onto the postmodern thinking of Lyotard.42
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It is indeed the case that certain terms in the theological narrative
have become established, e.g. Father, Creator, Trinity, Logos… (3c). But
it likewise counts here, that these terms actually cease to function when
they really become literal. They thus form not so much a standard for
rejecting every other language use that attempts to refer to God. One
can perhaps better turn the relationship around. Such terms only retain
their established status when their referential power is illuminated upon,
or restored by new references, new metaphors. Whether the referential
power of the term ‘creator’ to signify God is maintained in our times by
further interpreting this concept as ‘origin’ is likewise a most pressing
question. Perhaps, a perspective on the creative demand that ensues
from the event offers better possibilities for referring to the being-cre-
ator of God.43

The same holds true for a theological reflection on sacramentality. To
escape from metaphysical patterns which have become implausible to
reflect upon our contemporary condition, one can attempt thinking
God’s mediation in terms of interruptive event. A postmodern sacra-
mental perception of time, then, no longer reflects a pre-modern eter-
nal continuum in which the actual ‘now’ participates. But neither is
sacramental time embedded in a modern perspective of progress that
cancels the ‘now’ in function of the future. Rather, sacramental time is
the time of the interruptive, apocalyptic ‘now-moment’ (‘kairos’), the
event which opens up the particular and contingent, placing it in the
perspective of the transcendent God, but without nullifying or can-
celling its particularity and contingency. The event of grace – or the
grace of the event – consists in precisely this: self-enclosed narratives are
opened up, and this openness is remembered, experienced and cele-
brated. Living by this openness to what happens, the Christian narrative
loses its hegemonic characteristics and becomes truly an ‘open narra-
tive.’
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